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Abstract. In the paper the method of smooth geometry image denois-
ing has been presented. It is based on smooth second order wedgelets
proposed in this paper. Smooth wedgelets (and second order wedgelets)
are defined as wedgelets with smooth edges. Additionally, smooth borders
of quadtree partition have been introduced. The first kind of smoothness
is defined adaptively whereas the second one is fixed once for the whole
estimation process. The proposed kind of wedgelets has been applied to
image denoising. As follows from experiments performed on benchmark
images this method gives far better results of denoising of images with
smooth geometry than the other state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: Image denoising, wedgelets, second order wedgelets, smooth
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1 Introduction

Image denoising plays very important role in image processing. It follows from
the fact that images are obtained mainly from different electronic devices. It
causes that many kinds of noise generated by these devices are present on such
images. It is well known fact that medical images are characterized by Gaussian
noise and astronomical images are corrupted by Poisson noise, to mention a
few kinds of noise. Determination of the noise characteristic is not difficult and
may be done automatically. The main problem is related to defining of efficient
methods of image denoising.

In the case of the most commonly generated Gaussian noise there is a wide
spectrum of denoising methods. These methods are based on wavelets due to
the fact that noise is characterized by high frequency what can be suppressed
just by wavelets. Image denoising by wavelets is very similar to compression —
in order to perform denoising a forward transform is applied, some coefficients
are replaced by zero and then the inverse transform is applied [1]. The standard
method was improved in many ways, to mention an introduction of different
kinds of thresholds or different kinds of thresholding [2], [3].

Recently, also geometrical wavelets have been introduced to image denoising.
Since they give better results in image coding than classical wavelets they are also
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applied in image estimation. There is a wide spectrum of geometrical wavelets,
for example the ones based on frames like ridgelets [4], curvelets [5], bandelets
[6], or the ones based on dictionaries like wedgelets [7], beamlets [8], platelets [9].
As presented in the literature [10], [11], [12] some of them give better results of
image denoising than classical wavelets. Especially, in [12] a comparative study
is presented from which follows that adaptive methods based on wedgelets are
competitive in image denoising to the other wavelets-based methods.

In the paper the improvement of wedgelets-based technique of image estima-
tion has been proposed. It was motivated by the observation that edges present
in images are of different smoothness kind. Because second order wedgelets al-
ways estimate smooth edges by sharp step functions it may introduce additional
errors. In order to avoid it second order wedgelets with smooth edges and smooth
borders are used in image denoising. From the experiments performed on the set
of benchmark images follows that the proposed method assures better results of
image denoising than the leading state-of-the-art methods.

2 Geometrical Image Denoising

The problem of image denoising is related to image estimation. Instead of ap-
proximating of original image F one needs to estimate it basing only on a version
contaminated by noise

I(x1, x2) = F (x1, x2) + σZ(x1, x2), x1, x2 ∈ [0, 1] , (1)

where Z is an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise. Image F can be quite effec-
tively estimated by multiresolution techniques thanks to the fact that a frequency
of added noise is usually higher than that of the original image.

2.1 Multiresolution Denoising

The great majority of denoising methods is based on wavelets. It follows from
the fact that wavelets are efficient in removing high frequency signal (especially a
noise) from an image. However, these methods tend to slightly smoothen edges
present on images. So, similarly as in the case of image coding, geometrical
wavelets have been introduced to image estimation. Thanks to the possibility of
catching changes of signal in different directions they are more efficient in image
denoising than classical wavelets. For example, the denoising method based on
curvelets [10] is characterized by very efficient estimation nearby edges giving
very accurate denoising results. However, as shown in [11], [12], adaptive geo-
metrical wavelets can assure even better estimation results than curvelets. The
methods based on wedgelets [11] or second order wedgelets [12] are very efficient
in proper reconstruction of image geometry. Below we describe the wedgelets-
based methods in more details.

2.2 Geometrical Denoising

Consider an image F defined on dyadic discrete support of size N × N pixels
(dyadic means that N = 2n for n ∈ N). To such an image a quadtree partition
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may be assigned. Consider then any square S from that partition and any line
segment b (called beamlet [8]) connecting any two points (not lying on the same
border side) from the border of the square. The wedgelet is defined as [7]

W (x, y) = 1{y ≤ b(x)}, (x, y) ∈ S. (2)

Similarly, consider any segment of second degree curve (as ellipse, parabola or
hyperbola) b̂ (called second order beamlet [13], [14]) connecting any two points
from the border of the square S. The second order wedgelet is defined as [13],
[14]

Ŵ (x, y) = 1{y ≤ b̂(x)}, (x, y) ∈ S. (3)

Taking into account all possible squares from the quadtree partition (of differ-
ent locations and scales) and all possible beamlet connections one obtains the
wedgelets’ dictionary. Taking additionally all possible curvatures of second order
beamlets one obtains the second order wedgelets’ dictionary. It is assumed that
the wedgelets’ dictionary is included in the second order wedgelets’ dictionary
(with the parameter reflecting curvature equals to zero). Because wedgelet is a
special case of second order wedgelet in the rest of the paper the dictionary of
second order wedgelets is considered. Additionally, second order wedgelets are
called for simplicity as s-o wedgelets.

Such defined set of functions can be used adaptively in image approximation
or estimation. It is performed in the way that s-o wedgelets are adapted to a
geometry from an image. Depending on image content appropriate s-o wedgelets
are used in approximation. The process is performed in two steps. In the first
step a so-called full quadtree is built. Each node of the quadtree represents the
best s-o wedgelet within the appropriate square in the mean of Mean Square
Error (MSE) sense. In the second step the tree is pruned in order to solve the
following minimization problem

P = min{||F − FŴ ||22 + λ2K} , (4)

where minimum is taken within all possible quad-splits of an image, F denotes
the original image, FŴ its s-o wedgelet approximation, K the number of s-o
wedgelets used in approximation and λ is the penalization factor. Indeed, we
are interested in obtaining the sparsest image approximation assuring the best
quality in the mean of MSE metric sense of the approximation. The minimization
problem can be solved by the use of the bottom-up tree pruning algorithm [7].

The algorithm of s-o wedgelets-based image denoising is very similar to image
approximation. The only difference is that instead of original image approx-
imation a noised image approximation is performed. However, the additional
problem has to be solved. Because the approximation algorithm is dependent on
parameter λ, the optimal value of it should be obtained. It is done in the way
that the second step of the approximation is repeated for different values of λ.
As the optimal one is chosen the one for which the dependency between λ and
number of s-o wedgelets has a saddle point [12].
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3 Image Denoising with Smooth Wedgelets

Many images are characterized by presence of edges with different kinds of
smoothness. In the case of artificial images very often edges are rather sharp
and well defined. However, in the case of still images some edges are sharp and
the others are more or less smooth. The approximation of smooth edges by s-o
wedgelets causes that MSE increases. It leads to false edges detection what de-
generates denoising results. However, the problem may be solved by introducing
smooth s-o wedgelets.

3.1 Smooth Wedgelets Denoising

Consider any s-o wedgelet like the ones presented in Fig. 1 (a), (c). Smooth s-o
wedgelet is defined by introducing smooth connection between two s-o wedgelets
defined within the square support (see Fig. 1 (b), (d)). In other words, instead
of step discontinuity we introduce linear continuity between two constant areas
represented by s-o wedgelets. In this way we introduce additional parameter to
the s-o wedgelets’ dictionary. The parameter, denoted as R, reflects the half of the
length of smoothness of the edge. For R = 0 we obtain just s-o wedgelet, and the
larger the value of R the longer the smoothness. This approach is symmetrical.
It means that the smoothness is equally elongated on both sides of the original
edge (marked in Fig. 1 (b), (d)).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1. (a) Wedgelet, (b) smooth wedgelet, (c) s-o wedgelet, (d) smooth s-o wedgelet

Because wedgelets-based algorithms are known to have large time complexity
the additional parameter causes that the computation time is not acceptable.
To overcome that problem the following method of finding optimal smooth s-
o wedgelets is proposed. Consider any square S from the quadtree partition.
Firstly, find an optimal wedgelet within it. Secondly, basing on it find the best s-
o wedgelet in the neighborhood, like proposed in [14]. And finally, basing on the
best s-o wedgelet find optimal smooth s-o wedgelet basing on it by incrementing
the value of R and computing new values of constant areas. While you find better
approximation do incrementation, otherwise stop. This method not necessary
assures that the best smooth s-o wedgelet is found but great improvement in the
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approximation is done anyway. After processing of all nodes of the quadtree the
bottom-up tree pruning may be applied.

Smooth s-o wedgelets are used in image denoising in the same way as s-o
wedgelets are. The algorithm works according to the following steps:

1. Find the best smooth s-o wedgelet matching for every node of the quadtree.
2. Apply the bottom-up tree pruning algorithm to find the optimal approxima-

tion.
3. Repeat step 2 for different values of λ and choose as the final result the one

which gives the best result of denoising.

The most problematic step of the algorithm is to find the optimal value of
λ. In the case of original image approximation the value of λ may be set as the
one for which RD dependency (in other words the plot of number of wedgelets
versus MSE) has the saddle point. Since we do not know the original image we
have to use the plot of λ versus number of wedgelets and the saddle point of
that dependency [11], [12].

3.2 Double Smooth Wedgelets

When we deal with images with smooth geometry we can additionally apply the
postprocessing step in order to improve the results of denoising performed by
smooth s-o wedgelets. Because all quadtree-based techniques lead to blocking
artifacts, especially in smooth images, in the postprocessing step we perform
smoothing between neighboring blocks. The length of smoothing is represented
by parameter RS . It is defined in the same way as parameter R. However, the
differences between them are meaningful. Indeed, parameter R works in adaptive
way, it means that depending on an estimated image its value changes and dif-
ferent values of R lead to different values of wedgelet parameters (represented by
constant areas). Typically, different segments of approximated image are char-
acterized by different values of R. On the other hand parameter RS is constant
and does not depend on the image content. Once fixed for a given image, it never
changes.

Taking into account above considerations we can define double smooth s-o
wedgelet as a smooth s-o wedgelet with smooth borders. An example of image
approximation by such wedgelets is presented in Fig. 2. As one can see the more
smoothness is used the better approximation we obtain.

4 Experimental Results

The experiments presented in this section were performed on the set of bench-
mark images presented in Fig. 3. All the described methods were implemented
in Borland C++ Builder 6 environment. The images were artificially noised by
Gaussian noise with zero mean and eight different values of variances (presented
in the paper after normalization). This set of images was submitted to denoising
process with the use of three different methods, namely based on wedgelets, s-o
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. The segment of ”bird” approximated by (a) s-o wedgelets, (b) smooth s-o
wedgelets, (c) double smooth s-o wedgelets

wedgelets and smooth s-o wedgelets (with and without the postprocessing). Ad-
ditionally, we assumed that RS = 1. As follows from experiments larger values
of RS give better results of denoising only for very smooth images (like ”chro-
mosome”). Setting the parameter to one causes that in nearly all tested images
an improvement is visible. It should be mentioned also that we applied smooth
borders only for square sizes larger than 4 × 4 pixels.

Fig. 3. The benchmark images: ”balloons”, ”monarch”, ”peppers”, ”bird”, ”objects”,
”chromosome”

In Table 1 the numerical results of image denoising are presented. From that
table follows that the proposed method (denoted as wedgelets2S) assures better
denoising results than the state-of-the-art reference methods (for further com-
parisons, like between wavelets and wedgelets see [12]). More precisely, in the
case of images without smooth geometry (like ”balloons”) the improvement of
denoising method based on smooth s-o wedgelets is rather small. However, in the
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Table 1. Numerical results of image denoising with the help of the following methods:
wedgelets, s-o wedgelets (wedgelets2), smooth s-o wedgelets (wedgelets2S) and double
smooth s-o wedgelets (wedgelets2SS)

Noise variance
Image Method 0.001 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.022 0.030 0.050 0.070

balloons wedgelets 30.50 26.10 24.03 23.17 22.29 21.72 20.60 19.94
wedgelets2 30.40 25.92 24.00 23.12 22.26 21.71 20.67 19.97
wedgelets2S 29.99 26.36 24.45 23.35 22.49 21.93 20.75 20.05
wedgelets2SS 29.89 26.57 24.84 23.80 22.98 22.44 21.24 20.42

monarch wedgelets 30.47 26.20 24.34 23.27 22.33 21.63 20.50 19.70
wedgelets2 30.38 26.21 24.39 23.40 22.37 21.71 20.56 19.71
wedgelets2S 29.15 25.97 24.37 23.45 22.50 21.80 20.59 19.81
wedgelets2SS 28.69 25.88 24.50 23.71 22.91 22.23 21.02 20.29

peppers wedgelets 31.71 27.44 25.82 24.89 24.10 23.41 22.43 21.75
wedgelets2 31.56 27.31 25.81 24.79 24.04 23.37 22.36 21.68
wedgelets2S 31.82 27.77 26.21 25.28 24.47 23.72 22.63 21.95
wedgelets2SS 31.82 28.39 26.92 26.03 25.11 24.36 23.11 22.35

bird wedgelets 34.24 30.24 28.76 28.05 27.35 26.82 25.71 25.21
wedgelets2 34.07 30.24 28.76 28.02 27.29 26.79 25.66 25.09
wedgelets2S 34.61 30.70 29.25 28.54 27.74 27.24 26.01 25.38
wedgelets2SS 34.90 31.41 30.00 29.08 28.28 27.70 26.47 25.72

objects wedgelets 33.02 28.36 26.90 25.89 25.16 24.43 23.51 22.73
wedgelets2 32.84 28.27 26.72 25.82 25.15 24.34 23.47 22.66
wedgelets2S 33.36 29.46 27.85 26.84 25.96 25.26 24.13 23.24
wedgelets2SS 33.46 29.98 28.36 27.41 26.43 25.69 24.51 23.51

chromosome wedgelets 36.45 32.78 31.48 30.40 29.56 29.07 28.31 27.15
wedgelets2 36.29 32.69 31.31 30.31 29.56 29.29 28.32 27.12
wedgelets2S 38.00 34.67 33.24 32.43 31.30 30.71 29.52 28.17
wedgelets2SS 38.78 35.34 33.91 33.03 31.73 31.17 29.94 28.56

case of images with typical smooth geometry (like ”chromosome” and ”objects”)
the improvement is substantial and can oscillate round 1.6 dB. For images with
smooth and non-smooth geometry the improvement depends on the amount of
smooth geometry within an image.

However, applying the method of denoising based on smooth s-o wedgelets (and
wedgelets in general) causes that the so-called blocking artifacts are visible. Even
if the denoising results are competitive in the mean of PSNR values the visible
false edges lead to uncomfortable perceiving such images by human observer. To
overcome that inconvenience also the double smooth s-o wedgelets were applied to
image denoising (denoted as wedgelets2SS). As follows from Table 1 that method
additionally improves the results of denoising quite substantially.

Additionally, in Fig. 4 the sample result of denoising is presented. As one
can see the method based on s-o wedgelets introduces false edges in the very
smooth image. Applying smooth s-o wedgelets causes that the edges are better
represented. However, some blocking artifacts are visible. The double smooth
s-o wedgelets reduce slightly that problem.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Sample image (contaminated by Gaussian noise with variance equals to 0.015)
denoised by: (a) s-o wedgelets, (b) smooth s-o wedgelets, (c) double smooth s-o
wedgelets (RS = 1)
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Fig. 5. Typical level-of-noise-PSNR dependency for the presented methods

Finally, in Fig. 5 there is presented typical dependency between four described
methods of denoising. The plot was generated for image ”objects”, but for the
remaining images the dependency is very similar.

5 Summary

In the paper smooth s-o wedgelets and their additional postprocessing have been
introduced. Though the postprocessing step is well known and used in different
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approximation (estimation) methods based on quadtrees or similar image parti-
tions it was never used in wedgelets-based image approximations (estimations),
especially in denoising. In the case of images with smooth geometry it substan-
tially improves the results of denoising, both — visually and computationally.

By comparing of denoising methods based on classical wavelets and wedgelets
one can conclude that the former ones give better visual quality of reconstruction
than the latter ones. But it is quite opposite if we consider computational qual-
ity. In fact, both of them have disadvantages — wavelets-based methods tend to
smooth sharp edges and wedgelets-based methods produce false edges. The pro-
posed method seems to overcome both inconveniences thanks to the adaptivity
and postprocessing, respectively.
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